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2017 AWARDS

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
The Santa Barbara County Bar Association calls for nominations for 2017 awards for recognition of outstanding attorneys, law firms, and judges in our community.

Richard Abbe Humanitarian Award

This special award, which is not given every year, honors
a judge or attorney who evinces exceptional qualifications
reflecting the highest humanitarian principles as exemplified
by the late Justice Richard Abbe.

Frank Crandall
Community Service Award

This award honors a local law firm’s best efforts in providing pro bono services to community non-profit organizations. Factors considered in bestowing the award include:

John T. Rickard
Judicial Service Award

•

This award honors one of our judges for excellence on
the bench and outstanding contributions to the judiciary
and/or the local court system.

•

Pro Bono Award

•
•

This award recognizes an individual attorney who has
donated at least 50 hours of direct legal services to low
income persons during the previous calendar year.

June 2017

•

Existence of a firm policy encouraging pro bono
services;
Percentage of firm attorneys performing pro bono
work;
Nature and quality of pro bono work and hours per
attorney;
Leadership of community projects; and
Services benefiting low income persons.

Please submit your nominations to JDuffy@fmam.com
by July 1, 2017. Include specific facts to support the award’s
criteria for each nomination.
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2017 Past
Presidents’
Luncheon

By James P. Griffith
Immediate Past President, Santa Barbara
County Bar Association

I

n May 3, 2017, the Santa Barbara County Bar Association held its annual Past Presidents’ Luncheon at
The Little Door, a recently-opened French restaurant
conveniently located on Anapamu Street across from the
County Courthouse. The Past Presidents’ Luncheon serves
to allow former presidents of the SBCBA to reconnect, as
well as to introduce them to newly-admitted and recentlyarrived lawyers.
In his welcoming remarks to over 40 Past Presidents,
dignitaries, new lawyers and guests, 2017 SBCBA President
Mike Denver recognized his many illustrious predecessors
attending the event, including sitting Superior Court judges
Thomas A. Anderle (1983) and James Herman (1998), and
also noted the presence of the only married Past Presidents
in the association’s history – none other than Tom Hinshaw
(2005) and Donna Lewis (2013). He further recognized the
senior-most Past President in attendance – William Brace
(1973), co-founder of Hollister & Brace.
The introductions then got underway, with each new
lawyer being introduced by a Past President. The new
lawyers and their introducers were as follows:

Robert Graham, introduced by Scott Campbell
(2014)
Andrea Anaya, introduced by Melissa Fassett
(2009)
Morgan Good, introduced by Robert Bletcher
(2001)
Jake Ainciart, introduced by Michael Colton
(2007)
Lorraine Pereverziev,
introduced by Sue McColJames P. Griffith
lum (1999)
Jenna Dana, introduced by Joe Howell (1994)
Evan Spano, introduced by Tom Hinshaw (2005)
In his introduction, Joe Howell noted that Ms. Dana was
a graduate of the oldest independent law school in the U.S.,
and asked the participants if they knew what it was. After
being greeted by a sea of puzzled looks rather than a show
of hands, Joe thankfully ended the suspense: Albany Law
School, established in 1851, and the source of an eclectic
group of notable alumni, including former Supreme Court
justice Robert H. Jackson, former President William McKinley, current New York governor Andrew Cuomo and media
star Megyn Kelly.
Duly enlightened, the collected Past Presidents welcomed
the new arrivals to the Santa Barbara legal community with
a hearty round of applause, and the event concluded.

Lawyer Referral Service
805.569.9400
Santa Barbara County’s ONLY State Bar Certified Lawyer Referral Service
A Public Service of the Santa Barbara County Bar Association
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Mediation Twenty
Years Later:
Proposed Reforms

By Gregory W. Herring, CFLS, AAML, IAFL
With Cassandra T. Glanville, Esq.

I

n 1996 the California Law Revision Commission (“LRC”)
developed and proposed legislation that eventually
became the current mediation confidentiality statute,
Evidence Code section 1119. As more and more litigation
has flowed away from the courthouses and into mediation the past twenty years, mediation confidentiality has
remained an ironclad doctrine in California, surviving multiple high-profile challenges. The LRC is currently studying
a potential exception to mediation confidentiality regarding
attorney-client communications.
This builds on the LRC’s present work by raising some
other aspects of mediation that are due for review. Akin to
existing judicial disclosure and disqualification statutes, the
reforms we promote would be designed to ensure public
confidence and to protect the right of litigants to a fair and
impartial process.
Not widely known is that the only “neutrality” required
for one to become a mediator is merely one’s objective
status as a non-party. As the trial court in one of our firm’s
recent cases put it,
“… [T]here is nothing in the statutory scheme
governing the mediation privilege in [the] Evidence
Code … that requires a mediator to disclose conflicts of interest such, or, more importantly, that
conditions mediation privilege on disclosure of
such conflicts, or on the absence of such conflicts.”
[Emphasis added.]
The court continued:
“Thus, though it may be true that it is good practice
that only persons without prior relationships with both
sides on a mediation act as a mediator [citations omitted], this is not a condition to mediation privilege ….
And, although mediators in court-connected mediation
programs must disclose conflicts (Cal. Rules of Court, rule
3.855), [neutrality] is not a condition to mediation
privilege ….” [Emphasis added.]
The current state of the law legalizes biased meJune 2017

Gregory W. Herring

Cassandra T. Glanville

diation, as mediators who are not neutral and can sway
unsophisticated parties into entering unfavorable agreements are permitted to operate. It misleads litigants in
calling mediators “neutrals” when true “neutrality,” as the
word is commonly understood, is apparently not required
and might not be provided.
Because parties are not necessarily provided disclosures
or informed of the existence, scope and potential ramifications of mediation confidentiality, the current paradigm
lacks mandatory “informed consent.” As others have
put it, “[I]nformed consent is vital to the self-determination
principle at the heart of mediation. Client decisions must
be informed and voluntary.”
The legislative history of Evidence Code section 1115
reveals that, in 1996, the Legislature originally considered
and rejected a provision incorporating disclosure, conduct,
and bias requirements in the mediation statute. The bill’s
author opposed the provision because, among other issues,
the bias disclosure standard ignored the wide variety of
mediation situations. They included “peer (student)” disputes, “community-based” mediations and the resolution
of neighborhood issues. The bill’s author did not want “mediators” in those scenarios burdened with such regulations.
The modern reality, however, is that parties in litigation
expect their mediators, like judges, to be unbiased and fair.
Even represented parties expect mediators to provide opinions on the facts and the law. One of them is often more
vulnerable than the other, and they are both conducting
what might well be the greatest transaction of their lifetimes while under unusual and great pressures and anxiety.
Emotions are often high, reasoning can be impaired and
mediators therefore have great sway.
Parties in family law mediations now have the protection of the 2014 holding in In Re Marriage of Lappe 232 Cal.
App.4th 774. The Lappe Court avoided creating an excep7

Feature
tion to the mediation confidentiality doctrine in finding
1353, 1367 described a standard for determining whether
that disclosures made during mediation under the Family
an arbitration was biased: “[w]hether [a] person aware of
Code’s mandate fall outside Evidence Code section 1119.
the facts might reasonably entertain a doubt that the [arbiAn aggrieved party in a family law case would now at least
trators] would be able to be impartial.” The same standard
be able to point to those in follow-up litigation against the
could apply to mediations, too.
other party. Depending on the circumstances, that might
The law should be revised to require the pre-mediation
or might not be helpful.
presentation to parties of mandatory written conflicts
But Lappe is not a panacea. It does not apply to mediadisclosures that identify all of a mediator’s existing as well
tions outside of family law. It does not address potential
as reasonably foreseeable future involvement with either
mediator bias. It does not require preparty. The disclosures should have to
mediation conflict disclosures or other
Mediators are unregulated be updated through the mediation’s
notifications to parties.
termination.
Mediation reforms are also needed by the State Bar and
The law should be revised to also
toward improving our profession’s
require the pre-mediation presentation
reputation. It is no secret that mediation mediation law currently
to parties of written notifications that
confidentiality provides attorneys and
inform them of the existence, scope
others with a level of insulation from suffers from some
and potential ramifications of mediascrutiny and potential recourse for mistion confidentiality. Parties should be
takes and other wrongdoing that is not significant flaws.
expressly warned that, under that
enjoyed outside the mediation cocoon.
doctrine, post-settlement discoveries of
Evidence Code section 1115(b) ought
misrepresentations, omissions, or fraud
to be revised to require true neutrality of mediators. Its
that might have been committed prior to or in mediation
current use of the term “neutral person” ought to mean
could be impossible to investigate or rectify.
more than “someone with a pulse who is not one of the parParties should be presented with an express option to
ties.” This should be accompanied by an express assertion
waive confidentiality. As the LRC has heard, New York,
of public policy embracing disclosure and rejecting bias.
for instance, generally lacks mediation confidentiality and
Even parties in peer disputes, community mediations and
the sky has not fallen in the Empire State. In this manner,
neighborhood issues ought to know that, when they turn
mediation confidentiality would become a real point of
to a “neutral person” to help with an important dispute, the
consideration rather than a tacit and apparently unavoidable
“neutral” is truly neutral as laypersons understand the term.
expectation of the ADR “system.” It would hurt no one
A requirement for true neutrality ought to at least apply
to provide parties the opportunity to make an educated
to all mediations held in contemplation or resolution
choice; rather, choice would be good.
of litigation. There is no longer a compelling rationale for
The above written disclosures, notifications and options
denying a mediator’s true neutrality to prospective or actual
could be presented through the creation of mandatory
litigants in order to encourage mediation of other types of
Judicial Council forms.
disputes. Contrarily, a requirement of true neutrality for
A well-respected California family law judge recently
litigation-related mediations would not be expected to
privately emphasized,
dampen enthusiasm for the mediation of other types of
“[T]he fact is that anyone can hold themselves out as a
disputes.
family law mediator regardless of skill, training and experAs the mediator in 2006’s In re Marriage of Kieturakis
tise. … Lawyers are bound by lawyer ethics, but former
138 Cal.App.4th 56, 68 emphasized (ironically, in arguing
auto mechanics holding themselves out as family law
for mediation confidentiality), “… neutrality [is] the life
mediators are not held to any specific ethics.”
and breath of mediation. … [A] party must be guaranteed
Mediators are unregulated by the State Bar and mediation
that the mediator is neutral ….” This comported with the
law currently suffers from some significant flaws. MediaCourt of Appeal’s finding in Howard v. Drapkin (1990) 222
tor neutrality, and pre-mediation disclosures, notifications
Cal.App.3d 843, 860 that, “[t]he job of third parties such as
and options should be mandated. Twenty years following
mediators, conciliators and evaluators involves impartialthe implementation of the current statutes, these reforms
ity and neutrality, as does that of a judge, commissioner
would support the goals of ensuring justice, and improvor referee ….”
Rossco Holdings v. Bank of America (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th
Continued on page 21
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Confidentiality of
Attorney Investigations
Clarified by the Court of
Appeals
By Scott Juretic

A

ttorneys are frequently hired by parties to conduct
investigations in matters including personnel actions, complex litigation, and trial support. Typically,
the investigating attorney receives the assignment and direction from counsel, reviews file materials, contacts and
interviews witnesses, and issues a report summarizing his
or her findings. At times, a witness statement is generated.
Counsel and clients hire attorneys as investigators because
they understand the key issues and, presumably, their work
is confidential. Until now there was no direct holding that
the absolute attorney client privilege applies to these investigations where the attorney/investigator was not retained
to provide legal advice.
The recent decision in City of Petaluma v Superior Court
(2016) 248 C.A. 4th 1023 directly addressed the confidentiality and privilege issues in such situations, holding that an
outside counsel’s investigation of an anticipated lawsuit was
protected from discovery under both the attorney-client
privilege and the work product doctrine.
In Petaluma, outside counsel was retained by the City
Attorney to investigate an employee’s EEOC charges of
sexual harassment and retaliation, and to assist the city
in preparation of the anticipated lawsuit. The retention
agreement specified that an attorney-client relationship
was created between the investigating attorney and the
city and that the investigation was subject to the privilege.
However, the agreement also provided that the attorney
would render no legal advice to the city as to what action
it should take in response to the claim.
In the ensuing lawsuit, plaintiff sought the attorney’s
documents, testimony and final investigation report in discovery. The trial court rejected the city’s claims of privilege
under the attorney-client and work product doctrines. It
determined that the investigating attorney rendered no legal
advice, and even if she had, the attorney-client privilege
would extend only to communications containing legal
advice, and not to the investigation itself.
The Court of Appeals directed the trial court to vacate
its order, finding that both the attorney-client privilege
June 2017

and work product doctrine
applied to the investigation and report. The
definition of “client” in
Evidence Code Section
951 clearly establishes that
an attorney-client relationship may exist when an
attorney provides a legal
service without also providing legal advice. “The
rendering of legal advice
is not required for the
privilege to apply.” City of
Scott Juretic
Petaluma, supra 248 C.A.
4th at page 1034.
The initial focus of whether a communication is privileged is on the “dominant purpose of the relationship”
between the attorney and client, rather than on the purpose served by the individual communication (citing Costco
Wholesale Corp v Superior Court (2009) 47 C.4th725,739-740).
If the communications were made during the course of the
attorney-client relationship, the communications, including any reports of factual material, are privileged, even if
the factual material might be discoverable by other means.
The attorney-client privilege is absolute (Evidence Code
Section 954).
The definition of “client” is identical for the attorneyclient privilege (Evidence Code Section 951) and work product doctrine (Code of Civil Procedure Section 2018.010).
The work product rule establishes a qualified privilege
against discovery of general work product, and an absolute
privilege against disclosure of writings which contain an
attorney’s impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories. “Writings” include any form of recorded information,
including audio recordings. (Code of Civil Procedure Section
2016.020(c); Evidence Code Section 250).
A witness statement obtained through an attorneydirected interview is entitled, as a matter of law, to at least
qualified work product protection. Under certain circumstances, e.g., statements revealing the attorney’s thought
processes, an absolute privilege may apply. Particular
questions may reveal a certain theory. In cases involving
multiple witnesses, the very fact that a particular witness
was selected for an interview may invoke absolute work
product protection. See Coito v Superior Court (2012) 54 C.4th
480, 494-497.
The attorney-client privilege and work-product doctrine
Continued on page 21
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Five Common
Mistakes Affecting
Success at
Mediation
By David C. Peterson*

T

o be successful in mediation not only are preparation and development of an effective strategy necessary, but mistakes must be avoided by the parties,
attorneys and mediators. Mistakes are made frequently
during mediation. Many times these can be overcome and
not affect the ultimate outcome. However, too often errors
will either doom the chance of settlement or render the
process more complicated, difficult and costly.
You surely have noticed during mediations that mediators
are cautious about what they do and say. Dedication to
education, training and long experience have taught that the
process must unfold in a manner that will cause the parties
and counsel to be thoroughly engaged and led through a
process of careful and thoughtful evaluation. No matter the
past success and experience of the attorneys and mediator,
failure to assure a meaningful and involved process puts an
eventual settlement at risk. I was taught and trained to “trust
the process.” Many years of experience has confirmed this
truth. The most effective mediation is carefully conducted
in steps proven to bring success in the end. This also means
the ability to be flexible in both approach and style, adjusting to personalities and circumstances at play, with the
overarching goal of effectively engaging everyone involved.
Here are a few common mistakes that threaten success:
Blinded by Ego. This is number one. Too many times
the egos of attorneys and/or clients interfere with rationality and good judgment. The ego is a friend as it motivates
us to work and be productive. However, when inflated
or out of control, it ruins the chance to be thoughtful and
logical in many instances. One who has a track record of
doing well in the past will sometimes allow the ego to
become inflated and believe that they are insulated from a
poor result at trial. Some of the biggest have fallen when
egos act to hide from their mind inevitable vulnerabilities.
The same can be said of some mediators where ego causes
them to take up a more directive style when a facilitative
or other approach will work best. A one-size-fits-all style,
attempting to direct parties and attorneys to a particular
10

result the mediator thinks
is best because the mediator knows best, is just as
defeating. This is so unless
the parties are particularly
looking for an individual
assessment and direction.
This can be effective, but
must be done without ego
involvement and with the
caveat that no one is able
to predict an outcome.
We can only use our experience as mediators and
prior litigators to assess
the percentage of chance
that particular results may occur at trial.

David C. Peterson

Anger. If we look back at our lives we see that some of
the most regrettable things we’ve done occurred in fits of
anger. In my view it is irresponsible for an attorney to allow
anger to derail logic, intelligent thought and action. While
it is usually a client who carries the baggage of anger into
mediations, attorneys have been guilty as well. When both
are infused with anger, mistakes in judgment most often
occur and it is only later, when many thousands of dollars
are left behind, that the realization of this mistake surfaces.
It’s difficult to rebound when this is caught down the road
after the other side has grown weary of the onslaught of
tactics and approaches fueled by such anger. They are
usually disinclined to be as reasonable as they would have
been much earlier. And those who are prone to anger find
it difficult or impossible to take the approach of: “My hat is
in my hand. I’m sorry. Please now work with us to settle.” I
had this very circumstance in a recent mediation. It seemed
evident that a persistently angry approach negated a chance
to settle on more favorable terms.
Unreasonable Approach to Negotiation. They refer to
it as a “dance” for a reason. Negotiation is a process. There
are some who enter a negotiation possessing little patience
and thus wish to get to the end immediately: “Just tell me
what they have and we can cut this short.” It doesn’t work
that way except in very few instances. There is almost
always a lack of trust that the other side will disclose what
they have reserved as a “bottom line.” In addition, as the
mediation process unfolds and individuals have engaged
in careful, rational examination of alternatives, the fixed
Continued on page 26
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A Criminal Waste
of Space
By Justice William Bedsworth

W

hy Does Anybody Bother to Write Fiction?
Beds is trolling through the unpublished cases
again.

“A strip club owner was not liable to a man landed upon
in an alley by an apparent employee of the theater who
jumped from a second story window, the Court of Appeal
held yesterday.”
That’s what it said in the Los Angeles Metropolitan News.
Honest. This was a case other Court of Appeal justices got
to handle. They never give me the good ones.
Actually, the reason it didn’t come to me is that it arose
400 miles away in San Francisco. But tell the truth – if this
case had come up in my jurisdiction would you have had
the nerve to allow me to write the opinion?
I mean, the guy was injured when someone jumped out
of the second story window of an adult theater and landed
on him. To me, this has “act of God” written all over it.
Especially since the adult theater was called “Heaven.” So
I’m probably not the right choice as the opinion’s author.
But even I have to acknowledge that the contrary position
is based on solid precedent. Ever since Byrne v. Boadle in
1863(1) we’ve known there are some things that just don’t
happen without negligence. People falling out of the sky
and landing on you certainly seems like one of those things.
And if Abel Boadle was responsible for the injuries suffered by Joseph Byrne when a barrel of flour dropped on
him from the second story of his grocery, why wouldn’t
the owners of Heaven be responsible for injuries suffered
by Bruce Cearlock when Richard Lund fell on him from the
second story of Heaven?
See how difficult this Court of Appeal gig can be? Here
are two completely irrefutable arguments that seem diametrically opposed. And yet . . . and yet . . . a Court of
Appeal, made up of three people wiser than I,(2) was able
to sort this one out.
The facts that became Cearlock v. Lambertson arose when
police went to the Heaven Mini Theater to talk to a doorman who was alleged to have pepper sprayed patrons.(3)
12

The manager, who was talking to his lawyer on the phone
when the police arrived . . . .
Wait a minute . . . hold the phone . . . let’s dwell on that
for a moment.
The manager of the adult theater was on the phone with the
establishment’s lawyer when the police arrived? Now that’s
some first rate lawyering. “For your retainer fee, you get to
maintain an open phone line to our office 24 hours a day.
When the police DO show up, and let’s face it, they WILL
show up, we’ll be ready!” Impressive. I’d hire those guys
in a heartbeat.
So anyway, the manager says, “The police are here,” and
the lawyer tells him, “Don’t let them go into any of the
rooms without a warrant.” Mr. Lambertson and the other
owners of Heaven are clearly getting their money’s worth
at this point.
But moments after the manager tells police he’s the only
man on the premises, they see a man in one of the rooms
and ask permission to enter to talk to him. This is pretty
exciting to those of us who love criminal jurisprudence.
This is going just the way the Founders of the Republic
envisioned when they drew up the Fourth Amendment to
protect lap dancing.
Unfortunately, getting permission from someone who
actually has his lawyer on the phone at that moment
takes more time than getting permission from someone
not similarly encumbered. So by the time police get to the
room, it’s empty and the window is open. The window is
open because Richard Lund – who may or may not have
been the doorman in question – has just jumped from it.(4)
Onto Bruce Cearlock.
Let’s look at the case for a moment from Mr. Cearlock’s
point of view.(5) He’s standing outside the bar his wife
owns. Honest, his wife owns the bar next door to Heaven.
Talk about marrying well.
Anyway, he’s just standing there when, according to
plaintiff’s opening statement, “he was slammed to the
sidewalk when a man (Lund) jumped out the window of
the Theater and landed on him.”
Man, that’s gotta hurt.
I’ve watched enough television wrestling to know that
having someone jump on you from a turnbuckle pretty
much takes you out of championship belt contention, and
those things are only about 5 feet off the ground. Having a
guy jump on you from the second story . . . well, let’s just
say that probably makes it unnecessary for the referee to
start the count.(6)
So that’s the case. Mr. Cearlock argued the bar and its
owners were liable under respondeat superior and because
they helped Mr. Lund try to evade arrest, ultrahazardous
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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activity that called for strict liability. The trial judge listened
to those facts as set out in the opening statement and
granted a nonsuit in favor of Heaven and Heaven’s owners,
including Peter Lambertson.
My colleagues on the Court of Appeal agreed. The trial judge nailed this
one. Which was remarkable because
the case gods seem to have decided it
was too easy, so they tossed a couple of
astonishingly perplexing facts into the
opening statement – just to try to throw
the trial judge off his game.
First, Mr. Cearlock’s lawyer had to
admit he had no proof Mr. Lund was
an employee of Heaven. They thought
he was; he had been seen hanging
around there a lot; but “there were no
records showing who was working
at the Theater that night because the
Theater did not keep such records,” so
counsel did have a slight proof problem
in that respect.
After all, respondeat superior generally requires that the
superior be respondeating for something done by one of
his agents. Cearlock’s proof about Lund’s agency at the
theater was less than crystal regarding who – if anyone –
was responsible for his actions other than him.
To fill this lacuna, Cearlock offered to prove that Lund was
a doorman by trade – presumably to make it more likely
he was the doorman at Heaven. How? By proving that his
wife had hired him as a doorman for her bar AFTER he fell
on her husband.(7)
Mrs. Cearlock fired Lund as soon as she found out he
was THAT Richard Lund. And how do you suppose she
found out? I like to think her husband identified him.
“Excuse me, I have to get down here on the floor and look
up at you to see if I recognize your butt. Yep, that’s him;
fire him, Honey.”
I suspect other employees have been fired for jumping on
the owner’s spouse, but Mr. Lund has to be the first fired
for doing so from a second story window. Not sure what
FEHA would have to say about that.
But I am sure what my colleagues at the First District
Court of Appeal said about this case. They said respondeat
superior only applies to torts committed by employees in
the scope of their employment. I read that to mean they
did not believe jumping out of windows onto passersby
was within the scope of employment of anyone employed
by the theater. So whether Lund was the doorman or not
is irrelevant, and the mystery of Heaven’s employment

records will – like the Trinity and transubstantiation – remain unsolved.
They also said that even if the theater could somehow
have been viewed as having aided Mr. Lund’s attempted escape from the police, “Assisting another
in evading the police is an activity that
can take many forms, may of which
will pose no general risk to the public at
all, and all of which can be adequately
handled, for purposes of liability, under
a negligence rubric.”
They talk prettier than me in the First
District.
Kudos to Justices Henry Needham,
Barbara Jones, Mark Simons – and trial
judge Wallace Douglass – for not only
getting this one right, but keeping a
straight face. With truth like this, I
can’t figure out why anybody writes
fiction.

With truth like
this, I don’t
know why
anyone writes
fiction.
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Beds Notes
(1) Citation? For crying out loud, it’s an 1863 case and I’m a 1947
judge. You’re lucky I remember the name, much less the citation.
(2) I know, hard for regular readers of this column to imagine, but
they were able to find three people wiser than I.
(3) The MetNews says Heaven was a place where lap dancing and
prostitution took place. But I can’t find either of those facts in
the opinion, so I’m just going to congratulate the MetNews on
the quality of its journalism and applaud my Court of Appeal
colleagues for not getting sidetracked by those things.
(4) If you’ve ever tried to close a window after jumping from it, you
know that Mr. Lund was not responsible for not closing it behind
him, and neither party made such an assertion. My mother would
have – she was death on failing to close windows and doors –
but neither party here seems to have been concerned about my
mother’s approval.
(5) This is one of the things they teach us at justice school: Consider
both sides.
(6) Apparently didn’t do much for Mr. Lund, either. Police caught him
a couple blocks away, despite what must have been a significant
head start. I’m betting he was not making good time.
(7) Can you imagine the poor trial court judge trying to keep his eye
on the nonsuit ball through that plot twist?

William W. Bedsworth is an Associate Justice of the California
Court of Appeal. He writes this column to get it out of his system.
He can be contacted at william.bedsworth@jud.ca.gov. And
look for his new book, Lawyers, Guns, and Monkeys, through
Amazon and Vandeplas Publishing.
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2017 Bar Foundation Race for Justice
The 2017 Race for Justice was a very successful event
thanks to our sponsors and runners! We had perfect running weather in a beautiful location with enthusiastic
participants. Thanks to all for the support!
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Mediation ServiceS

1

R.A. Carrington, Esq. and Victoria Lindenauer, Esq.
Mr. Carrington and Ms. Lindenauer have conducted over 3,000 mediations,
300 arbitrations and have been discovery referees in multiple complex
matters. Mr. Carrington (ABOTA Member) has been a full-time mediator
since 1999 and Ms. Lindenauer has been mediating since 2011. Their
professional association as of 2017 reflects their jointly held commitment to
the values of tenacity, creativity, and the highest ethical standards applied to
the resolution of every dispute.

Serving Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Santa Barbara,
San Luis Obispo, and Kern Counties

Contact R.A.:
(805) 565-1487

Contact Victoria:
(805) 730-1959

ratc@cox.net

lindenauer_mediation@cox.net

www.californianeutrals.org/ra-carrington
www.lindenauermediation.com
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SBCBA Past
Presidents’
Luncheon

2017 President Mike Denver addressing attendees

New attorney Jenna Dana being introduced by Joe
Howell

Hon. Jim Herman, Donna Lewis, Naomi Dewey, Hon. Tom Anderle

Michael Colton and Hon. George Eskin (ret.)

Hon. Peter Carroll, Hon.
George Eskin (ret.), Hon. Michael Carrozzo, Hon. Patricia
Kelly, Darrel Parker
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Welcomes New
Admittees

(Clockwise starting with front left), Mike Denver, Jake Ainciart, Michael Colton, Jeff Chambliss, Jim Griffith, Melissa Fassett, William
Brace, Sue McCollum, Lorraine Pereverziev

Betty L. Jeppesen
and new attorney
Lorraine Pereverziev

Michael Colton
introducing new
attorney Jake
Ainciart

Hon. Frank Ochoa
(ret.) was one of
many notables in
attendance
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KEMBLE WHITE, TAX ATTORNEY
F O R M E R IRS C H I E F C O U N S E L A T T O R N E Y
TAX CONTROVERSY MATTERS
M A R T I N D A L E & H U B B E L L AV R A T I N G
UNFILED TAX RETURNS
COLLECTION PROBLEMS
AUDITS AND APPEALS
U.S. TAX COURT
BANKRUPTCY PLANNING
OFFERS IN COMPROMISE
PENALTY ABATEMENT
My career started as a trial lawyer for the IRS
Office of Chief Counsel and I have spent more
than 25 years in private practice resolving
problems with the IRS and state tax agencies.
KEMBLEWHITE@COX.NET

(805) 682-6165

2780-A STATE STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
WWW.KEMBLEWHITE.COM
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Federal Grand Jury
Subpoenas
By Robert Sanger1

I

t may be a good time to review the concept of subpoena power. People in politics, public service and
business are susceptible to being subpoenaed as are
the entities with which they are associated. Subpoenas are
also issued routinely in civil litigation and by investigative
agencies but, in this article, we will focus on governmental
subpoenas issued by federal grand juries.
For this month’s Criminal Justice column, we will discuss
the situation where a client comes in with a subpoena from
a federal grand jury and where there is even the remotest
potential for criminal liability. We will also deal with the
probability that the subpoena seeks to compel the production of documents. The lawyer will need to be ready to deal
with all of the contingencies in rather short order although
usually time can be obtained to make an orderly response.

Subpoenas from the Grand Jury
By way of review, the Fifth Amendment is often the first
thing to come to mind on behalf of the client. The client
has the right to refuse to answer questions based on the
privilege against self-incrimination. Therefore, a question
that might tend to provide a link in the chain of evidence
that might tend to incriminate the client is a basis for asserting the privilege.2 Of course, if a person is the actual
target of a grand jury investigation, the government is not
supposed to subpoena that person to testify based on directions from the United States Attorney in the U.S. Attorney’s
Manual. Despite this, it does happen that an actual target
is subpoenaed and is forced to assert the Fifth. In addition,
of course, subjects of investigations or people who are not
on the filing radar of the government can be subpoenaed.
In such a case, rather than simply showing up, it is imperative to immediately start a dialogue with the Assistant
United States Attorney (AUSA) handling the case. Most of
these matters can be straightened out. AUSAs generally
supervise and consult with the federal agents who are using the grand jury process, however, agents have quite a
bit of leeway in designing the course of their investigation.
Early on, the grand jury is used as an investigative body or,
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more to the point often,
the grand jury subpoena
power is used, with little
or any knowledge of the
grand jurors, to obtain
compliance during the
preliminary fact gathering.
Nevertheless, if the client
has Fifth Amendment
concerns, there will be an
AUSA that the lawyer can
contact.
The most important
part of this initial contact
Robert Sanger
is to obtain an idea of
the nature and scope of
the investigation. Under Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, it is unlawful for the AUSA to
disclose any matters occurring before the grand jury to a
lawyer representing a potential witness. Nevertheless, it
is permissible for the AUSA to discuss the general scope
of the investigation and to even disclose information that
was obtained by the agents outside of the grand jury itself.
It is not unusual to have a fairly full discussion about the
case and the client’s potential role in it. This information
is invaluable, not only for determining how to address the
subpoena but to properly advise the client and prepare for
other events going forward.
Generally, the AUSA will withdraw a subpoena for
personal appearance (but see below if it is a duces tecum
regarding production of documents) if it becomes clear
that the client is a potential target of indictment. In other
areas, where the client is a subject and has information that
could be incriminatory, the AUSA might offer to talk about
immunity or some sort of arrangement resulting in proffer
as discussed in an earlier column. Only if the attorney and
the AUSA cannot work things out would the client actually
comply with the subpoena and appear at the actual grand
jury proceedings. At that time, the client would recite in
response to each question, other than her name, that she is
taking the Fifth. If the AUSA sought to compel testimony,
the parties would appear before the Duty Judge who would
determine whether and to what extent an answer would
be compelled and whether to grant immunity.

Subpoena Duces Tecum
Unlike a subpoena for testimony, there is no Fifth Amendment privilege against providing business records. They
are not testimonial even though they might be highly incriminating to an individual before a criminal grand jury. In
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addition, the person served or the associated business entity
will have a duty to preserve all responsive documents for
production. Often, a search warrant will be executed at a
location and a grand jury subpoena served simultaneously.
The idea is that if the agents can find what they are looking
for during the search, they will seize it under the constraints
of the Fourth Amendment. However, in the event that they
miss something or it is at a different location, they place on
the subpoenaed party or entity a duty to produce it.
This duty to preserve and possibly produce may extend
to affiliates, contract employees and others within the control of the subpoenaed party or entity. It will also extend
to all materials that are responsive, even if there might be
a privilege – most commonly attorney client – that might
pertain to some of the documents. When dealing with grand
jury subpoenas, it is important to remember that opposing
counsel is an AUSA in the Criminal Division of the United
States Attorney’s Office. As such, the AUSA is engaged in
a criminal investigation and fully willing and able to deal
with failures to comply with threatened or actual criminal
sanctions. Also remember that it is a federal offense to
make false statements to federal officials even if not under
oath.3 Counsel cannot afford to engage in casual misstatements of fact.
In addition, although a target is generally not subpoenaed
for testimony and, if subpoenaed, can generally assert the
Fifth Amendment, a target can be required to produce
documents in her possession or control. This often happens
where there is a closely held corporation, a sole proprietorship or a business run personally by the target. Since business documents are not testimonial, the custodian of those
documents can be compelled to come to the grand jury and
turn over the documents. Usually, this can be worked out
with the AUSA to avoid what is called incrimination by
the act of production.4
The one constitutional right that could prevent the target
from turning over the documents personally is the potential
use of the fact of production to incriminate the client. In
other words, the fact of showing up with the documents
could be used by the government as evidence that the target
had knowledge, possession or control of those documents.
In a given case, this could be important evidence to establish
guilt.5 As a result, the courts have created “act of production immunity.” This generally means that, by agreement
or court order, the documents are produced pursuant to the
subpoena, but that no evidentiary benefit can be derived for
the purpose of implicating the client in an admission that
she possessed or controlled the documents.
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Other Responses to a Subpoena Duces Tecum
Of course, it is possible to object to producing all or some
of the materials requested in the subpoena. This is not the
place to do a tutorial on the specific objections, but rather
to give a procedural heads up for planning purposes. The
subpoena may be overbroad or may seek to compel privileged information. It may also seek to compel information
that would violate the right of privacy or even trade secret
information. If it cannot be limited through discussions
with the AUSA, it might be necessary to seek to quash
the subpoena or seek a protective order. Protective orders
are particularly important where there are potential codefendants who eventually may be provided your clients
documents in discovery absent a protective order. Such
an order can also be helpful where, for instance, business
competitors are working with the prosecution against the
client. Rule 6 may not be adequate protection.
If the subpoena is not going to be litigated, documents
can often be provided to the AUSA or the agents in lieu of
having a custodian of records or the client herself appearing
at the time specified on the subpoena. If it is the investigative phase, the agents often contact witnesses and tell them
they will not have to travel to the grand jury location and
sit there all day if they just turn the documents over to the
agent. Of course, the client should consult counsel before
agreeing to do this. However, it is to be emphasized that
the date for compliance is an arbitrary one chosen by the
agent. In the investigative phase, the grand jurors are not
likely to be actually hearing testimony on the particular
case, and they are simply being used as a means to collect
evidence. Therefore, the compliance date can often be
changed to give the client time to compile documents and,
most importantly, to consult with counsel.
If documents are going to be provided, it is critical to
organize and Bates stamp them in an identifiable fashion
so that it is clear what was provided at the particular time
in response to this particular procedure. In the investigative
phase if the request is for business records, the agents will
usually agree that copies be provided but, if so, the originals should be preserved in the same order as produced.
There are times when the government will demand originals which, of course, is a subject for negotiation with the
AUSA. One compromise is to make the originals available
for inspection and copying, or inspection along with a copy.
On the other hand, AUSAs are used to simply having agents
take the originals subject to a search warrant and may have
to be coaxed to give that up on a subpoena. And, large
batches of documents can be tendered on disc or through
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password protected online document hosting systems.
Finally words of caution regarding obstruction of justice
and the crime fraud exception to the attorney client privilege. Make sure to advise clients not to try to manipulate
the system by altering documents or providing false documents. If they are caught, it could be the basis for a separate
felony count of obstruction of justice and could also be held
against them in determining any ultimate sentence under
the United States Sentencing Guidelines.6 They also should
be cautioned that giving altered or false documents to their
attorney does not protect them under the attorney client
privilege and may, in fact, result in a search of the attorney’s
office or a subpoena to the attorney to testify based on the
crime fraud exception to the privilege.

Conclusion
We may see subpoena issues play out on the national level
over the next few months or years. There will undoubtedly
be procedural battles and assertions of privilege, including
executive privilege and national security. Meanwhile, the
workings of the federal criminal justice system will continue on using the grand jury subpoena for the everyday
investigation and prosecution under the criminal laws of
the United States. The drama may attract less attention but
the stakes of the individuals and businesses involved are
nevertheless high. Early, professional action on behalf of
the client can make a significant difference.
Robert Sanger is a Certified Criminal Law Specialist and has been
practicing as a criminal defense lawyer in Santa Barbara for over
40 years. He is a partner in the firm of Sanger Swysen & Dunkle
and Professor of Law and Forensic Science at the Santa Barbara
and Ventura Colleges of Law. Mr. Sanger is Past President of
California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ), the statewide
criminal defense lawyers’ organization. He is a Director of Death
Penalty Focus and a Member of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS). Mr. Sanger is also a Member
of the Jurisprudence Section of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences (AAFS).
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©Robert M. Sanger.
Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 11 (1964)
18 United States Code Section 1001.
United States v. Hubbell, 530 U.S. 27, 36 (2000); Braswell v. U.S.,
487 U.S. 99, 104 (1988); United States v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605 (1984).
Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479, 486 (1951).
USSG §3C1.1. (Obstructing or Impeding the Administration of
Justice).
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Juretic, continued from page 9
may be waived, if there is a disclosure to a party outside
the attorney-client relationship, and the disclosure is inconsistent with maintaining confidentiality and protecting an
attorney’s work product. An investigating attorney who
is called by the client to testify at trial would necessarily
invoke a waiver. That raises the question whether the privilege is similarly waived as to the entirety of the attorney’s
conversations, writings and findings.
To increase confidentiality protection in attorney-directed
investigations, I recommend a formal retention agreement, establishing the attorney-client relationship and
corresponding privilege. Direct contact between the party/
attorney of record and the investigating attorney, or an assignment letter, further enhances confidentiality.
I have found it good practice to introduce myself as an
attorney before commencing any witness interview. If
there is no documentation of the privilege, and it is later
contested, I can draft a declaration attesting to the fact that
I identified myself as an attorney, working on behalf of a
particular party.
Scott Juretic is an attorney in San Luis Obispo who specializes in
investigations and trial support. He can be reached at sjuretic@
sbcglobal.net and juretic-law.com.

Herring and Glanville, continued from page 8
ing the public’s trust and our profession’s reputation. The
burden on scrupulous mediators and mediation-oriented
counsel would be minimal, and it would be outweighed
by the benefit of protecting the right of litigants to a fair
and impartial process.
Greg Herring is a Certified Family Law Specialist and is the
principal of Herring Law Group, a family law firm serving the
805 with offices in Santa Barbara and in Ventura County. He is a
past president of the Southern California Chapter of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and is a Fellow of the International Academy of Family Lawyers. His articles and ongoing blog
entries are at www.theherringlawgroup.com.
Cassie Glanville is a graduate of UC Santa Barbara and of UC
Hastings College of the Law. She is an attorney with Herring
Law Group. She is also an officer of the Santa Barbara Women
Lawyers Foundation.
The full text of this article has been published elsewhere and can
be accessed at www.theherringlawgroup.com.
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Verdicts & Decisions

Anil D. Gharmalkar v. Jose Everett Fisher et al.
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT (ANACAPA DIVISION)
CASE NUMBER: 		15CV02595
TYPE OF CASE:		Unlimited Auto
TYPE OF PROCEEDING: 		Jury Trial
PRESIDING JUDGE: 		Hon. Colleen Sterne
LENGTH OF TRIAL: 		5 Days
LENGTH OF DELIBERATIONS:
1.5 Hours
DATE OF VERDICT/DECISION:
April 26, 2017
PLAINTIFF: 		Anil D. Gharmalkar
PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL: 		David C. Shay and Jonathan I. Hanasab of Vaziri Law Group
DEFENDANTS : 		Jose Everett Fisher, Ismael Rodriguez, Coastal Fumigation, Inc.
DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL:
Alice Chen Smith and Benjamin A. Davis of Yoka & Smith, L.L.P.
EXPERTS:
Fardad Mobin, M.D. (Neurosurgery)
Russell Nelson, M.D. (Orthopedic Spine Surgery)
Stephen Rothman, M.D. (Neuroradiology)
Daniel Voss, M.S. (Biomechanics and Accident Reconstruction)
OVERVIEW OF CASE: Plaintiff, Anil Gharmalkar (“Plaintiff”), brought an action against defendant Jose Fisher (“Defendant
Driver”) for negligent operation of a motor vehicle. Plaintiff brought further actions against defendant Coastal Fumigation, Inc.—Defendant Driver’s employer and co-owner of the motor vehicle that Defendant Driver was conducting—for
vicarious liability and negligent entrustment, and against defendant Ismael Rodriguez, also for negligent entrustment, as
co-owner of the motor vehicle being driven by Defendant Driver at the time of the accident. All defendants are hereinafter
collectively referred to as “Defendants.”
Prior to trial, Defendants stipulated to negligence and vicarious liability. However, Defendants contested Plaintiff’s allegation that the motor vehicle collision was a substantial factor in causing Plaintiff’s injuries.
FACTS AND CONTENTIONS: On September 4, 2013, Defendant Driver was driving a Mazda pickup truck on U.S. Route
101, in Santa Maria, California, when he fell asleep at the wheel, causing his vehicle to drift towards the center divider
of the highway. Defendant Driver awoke and overcorrected his vehicle, side-swiping a partially loaded semi-truck and
trailer that was being operated by Plaintiff. The impact to Plaintiff’s semi-truck was centered at the steps and fuel tank
under the driver-side door. Both vehicles came to a controlled stop, and neither driver complained of injuries at the scene.
At the time of impact, Defendant Driver’s vehicle was traveling approximately 55 miles per hour and Plaintiff’s vehicle
was traveling approximately 65 miles per hour. The gross vehicle weight of the pickup truck was determined to be approximately 3,000 pounds, and that of the partially loaded semi-truck and trailer was in determined to be in excess of
40,000 pounds.
One week after the incident, on September 11, 2013, Plaintiff sought medical treatment from his primary care physician,
complaining of mid-to-low-back pain. No complaints of neck pain were reported at that time. Plaintiff’s first recorded
complaint of neck pain was approximately two months post-accident. Plaintiff was treated by a physical therapist and
was discharged from treatment in December 2013, with minimal pain when performing his work as a long-haul driver.
Thereafter, in August 2014, Plaintiff underwent a discectomy and anterior fusion at the C5-C6 level of his cervical spine,
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and he had a metal plate permanently affixed in this section of his spine. Plaintiff’s allegations at trial included that the
cervical spine surgery was a result of the motor vehicle collision, and there was no evidence indicating that Plaintiff had
complained of neck pain prior to the time of the collision.
At trial, Plaintiff’s medical expert testified that Plaintiff had sustained an acute herniated disc in his neck—resulting
from the incident—which progressively worsened over time, ultimately causing a nerve root to be impinged. Defendants’
medical experts testified that the medical images taken of Plaintiff’s neck in June 2014 did not reveal a disc herniation, but
instead revealed a disc bulge resulting from a pre-existing degenerative condition. Additionally, Defendants’ biomechanics
expert testified that due to the angle of impact and the approximately 10:1 weight disparity between Defendant Driver’s
pickup truck and Plaintiff’s semi-truck and trailer, the forces upon the semi-truck and trailer were de minimis and less than
the forces of daily living activities.
In his closing, Plaintiff argued that the only logical explanation for his herniated disc was that it was caused as a result
of the motor vehicle collision. Plaintiff waived special damages from past medical expenses, but sought over $2.1 million
for past loss of earnings, future care expenses and both past and future non-economic damages. In Defendants’ closing,
it was successfully argued to the jury that Plaintiff did not sustain any injuries during the collision, that there were no
symptoms of radiculopathy until June 2014 (approximately nine months post-accident), and that the totality of the evidence supported the theory that Plaintiff’s spinal condition was due to a pre-existing degenerative condition.
SUMMARY OF CLAIMED DAMAGES: Plaintiff claimed total losses of $2.1 million for past earnings, future care expenses,
and both past and future non-economic damages.
RESULT: Following a five day trial and approximately one and one half hours of deliberations, the jury rendered a unanimous (12-0) verdict in favor of Defendants on the sole remaining issue of causation.

Gary Paudler v. American Financial Network, Inc. et al.
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT (ANACAPA DIVISION)
CASE NUMBER: 		15CV01140
TYPE OF CASE:
Contract/Tort Claims Arising from Home Mortgage Dispute
TYPE OF PROCEEDING: 		Jury Trial
PRESIDING JUDGE: 		Hon. Pauline Maxwell
LENGTH OF TRIAL: 		8 Days
LENGTH OF DELIBERATIONS:
1 Day
DATE OF VERDICT/DECISION:
May 2, 2017
PLAINTIFF: 		Gary Paudler
PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL: 		Anthony Trujillo and Alexander Winnick of Trujillo & Winnick L.L.P
DEFENDANTS : 		
M & T Bank
Bank of America, N.A.
American Financial Network, Inc.
Note: Defendant American Financial Network Inc. was dismissed voluntarily following demurrer, and Defendant Bank of America, N.A. entered into a confidential
settlement agreement prior to the commencement of trial, a Notice of Settlement for
which was filed with the Santa Barbara Superior Court on April 20, 2017.
DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL:
M & T Bank: Terry Bates and Megan Farrell of Reed Smith L.L.P.
Bank of America, N.A.: Rhonda Nelson and Stephen Britt of Severson &
Werson
American Financial Network, Inc.: Brett LaCues of LaCues Law
EXPERTS:
Plaintiff Retained Expert: Greg Morris (Credit Damage)
DEFENSE NON-RETAINED
EMPLOYEE EXPERT:
Shannon Ormond (Loan Modification and FHA Guidelines)
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OVERVIEW OF CASE: Plaintiff, Gary Paudler (“Plaintiff”), entered into a Mortgage Loan Agreement with Defendant
American Financial Network, Inc. (“AFN”) in September 2011, and entered into a Special Forbearance Agreement with
Defendant Bank of America, N. A. (“BANA”) in 2013, after BANA acquired Plaintiff’s mortgage loan with AFN. BANA
subsequently sold the loan to Lakeview Loan, which retained Defendant M & T Bank (“M&T”) to service Plaintiff’s
mortgage loan.
The disputes involved the ownership and servicing of the loan; the amount that Plaintiff was required to pay under the
Special Forbearance Agreement; and various tort and contract claims surrounding notices of default and loan modification efforts.
FACTS AND CONTENTIONS: Plaintiff was the borrower under a September 2011 Mortgage Loan Agreement with AFN,
that was later sold to BANA. BANA serviced the loan itself and after Plaintiff became delinquent with loan payments in
late-2012 through early-2013, BANA sent Plaintiff letters advising him of his foreclosure avoidance alternatives.
Thereafter, Plaintiff missed five consecutive monthly loan payments, in the amount of $4,657.40 each, later claiming
that he missed them as a result of a BANA representative advising him that a Loan Modification Request would be better
received if he had missed a couple of loan payments. Following these missed payments, BANA gave Plaintiff a notice of
default and a subsequent notice of intent to accelerate his loan. Plaintiff thereafter applied twice for a loan modification
with BANA, but was denied both times.
In July 2013, BANA offered Plaintiff a Special Forbearance Agreement, which Plaintiff accepted. The Special Forbearance
Agreement identified the total amount due for the five missed monthly payments (approximately $23,287), and stated that
this past due amount could be paid in 12 equal monthly installments (approximately $1,940.60). Plaintiff later claimed that
the Special Forbearance Agreement did not contain clear language regarding Plaintiff’s obligations concerning his regular
$4,657.40 monthly payments, which continued to be due under his Mortgage Loan Agreement during the forbearance
period. Based on the language in the Special Forbearance Agreement, Plaintiff believed his total monthly obligation had
been reduced to the single monthly payment of approximately $1,940.60 for a period of 12 months. In particular, Plaintiff
had relied on the language of the “Completion of Terms” section, which stated: “At the completion of the forbearance
period, you will resume the regular monthly payments required under your note and security instrument unless otherwise
agreed to in writing by the lender.”
BANA subsequently sold Plaintiff’s mortgage loan to Lakeview Loan which assigned the mortgage loan servicing to
M&T. Plaintiff made the twelve $1,940.60 payments during the forbearance period to M&T—as the loan servicer—but
he did not make the $4,657.40 monthly mortgage loan payments which M&T claimed remained due under his Mortgage
Loan Agreement. Plaintiff claimed that M&T representatives confirmed that he did not have to make his regular monthly
payments and that M&T later refused to honor the promises made to Plaintiff. M&T claimed that as a result of Plaintiff’s
failure to make his regular monthly payments he was in default and M&T subsequently gave notice of default to Plaintiff. A Notice of Trustee Sale was subsequently recorded, on behalf of the loan holder (Lakeview Loans), but foreclosure
proceedings did not go ahead. Plaintiff submitted four separate loan modification requests to M&T after his receipt of
the notice of default. However, each request was denied.
Plaintiff claimed that M&T failed to comply with the Special Forbearance Agreement; wrongfully denied his loan
modification applications; failed to follow government requirements; was negligent in the servicing of his loan; and that
M&T failed to fully explain the reasons for the denials of Plaintiff’s loan modification applications.
SUMMARY OF CLAIMED DAMAGES: Plaintiff claimed approximately $215,000 for excess loan amounts due; $85,000
for loss of the opportunity to secure a lower interest rate loan due to his poor credit score; loss of income of over $100,000;
past and future medical expenses exceeding $10,000; and emotional distress damages in excess of his economic damage
claim associated with loss of sleep, anxiety, depression and related damage to his marriage.
RESULT: Defense verdict for Defendant M&T Bank. On the contract claims, the jury voted 11 to 1 in favor of Defendant
M&T Bank, finding that there was no breach of contract. On the negligence claims, the jury voted 9 to 3 in favor of Defendant M&T Bank, finding that there was no negligence on the part of Defendant M&T Bank.
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Keller Rohrback L.L.P. is pleased to announce the relocation and expansion of its Santa Barbara office. Its new
address is 801 Garden Street, Suite 301, Santa Barbara, CA
93101. Phone and fax numbers remain the same – phone:
805.456.1496, facsimile: 805.456.1497.
Founded in 1919, Keller Rohrback has grown from a solo
practitioner in Seattle to a 70 attorney law firm with offices
in Santa Barbara, Seattle, Oakland, New York, Phoenix and
Ronan. In 1986, under the leadership of Lynn Sarko, the firm
began its Complex Litigation practice, which is dedicated to
combating corporate negligence, fraud and misconduct. The
firm and its dedicated attorneys are honored to continue
serving the people of Santa Barbara.

Ambrecht & Associates Goes Global
to Better Preserve
We a l t h f o r L o c a l
Families
Santa Barbara is
home to an expatriate
community needing
expertise in coordinating United States tax
and trust laws with the
laws of other countries
so wealth and power
may transition to subsequent generations. This
is a specialty of attorJohn W. Ambrecht
ney John W. Ambrecht,
founder of Ambrecht &
Associates, the estate planning and tax specialty Montecitobased law firm he founded in 1980.
To access the large bank of knowledge in the United
Kingdom on how best to design international planning
June 2017

for families and family businesses, Ambrecht was invited
to and did join STEP World Wide, a London-based global
organization of lawyers and planners who incorporate an
international tax and family perspective. Ambrecht has
now brought that knowledge home to share and recently
established the first STEP Special Interest Group (SIG) in
the U.S. for Business Families.
The Business Families SIG is an adjunct of the STEP Los
Angeles branch office. Ambrecht is the liaison chairperson
and sits on the STEP board. SIG’s purpose is to raise the
profile, understanding, and impact of family dynamics in
family business succession
Ambrecht & Associates focuses on the complex needs
of clients at risk for higher estate taxes; those clients who
require specialized family business succession planning,
property tax planning, or assistance with IRS estate and
gift tax appeals; and related estate and gift tax litigation.
To contact Ambrecht & Associates, call (805) 965-1329 or
visit www.taxlawsb.com.

If you have news to report - e.g. a new practice, a new hire or
promotion, an appointment, upcoming projects/initiatives by local
associations, an upcoming event, engagement, marriage, a birth
in the family, etc… - The Santa Barbara Lawyer editorial board
invites you to “Make a Motion!”. Send one to two paragraphs
for consideration by the editorial deadline to our Motions editor,
Mike Pasternak at pasterna@gmail.com. If you submit an accompanying photograph, please ensure that the JPEG or TIFF file
has a minimum resolution of 300 dpi. Please note that the Santa
Barbara Lawyer editorial board retains discretion to publish or not
publish any submission as well as to edit submissions for content,
length, and/or clarity.

Classified
Associate Attorney Sought
Santa Barbara civil litigation law firm, Hager & Dowling,
seeks associate attorney with experience in civil litigation
and insurance law.
Candidate must have excellent verbal and writing skills and
enjoy litigation. Competitive benefits offered. Qualified
applications should submit their resume and writing sample
to Kristin Callahan via email : kcallahan@hdlaw.com
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Peterson, continued from page 10
or rigid numbers or terms change. To rush is to ruin the
negotiation. There isn’t time for the introspections and
continued evaluations that lead to prudent adjustments. The
“bottom line” in the beginning is frequently not the same at
the end, nor should it be if the parties and attorneys take the
opportunity mediation affords to make careful and rational
assessments. And, when rushed, no time exists for creative
ways to add value or satisfy non-monetary interests. Even
if it’s just money, there are ways to increase value, such
as: payment immediately; payment with interest over
time; presenting something of particular value to the other
party instead of money; meeting a need for future security
and so on. The list can be expanded depending upon the
circumstances. Plus, if one is pushed too hard and too fast,
they may just go over a cliff and be lost to an inevitable
compromise that was awaiting a patient party.
Unrealistic Expectations. As any mediator will tell you,
this is a pervasive problem. The best, experienced lawyers
will not let a client drift into thoughts and expectations
that are outside of what can reasonably be expected. This
usually begins early and lasts the duration of representation. Sure, there are things that may occur during trial to
drive a jury to extremes in one direction or the other, such
as the case where an executive was asked, in effect: “Do
you know what the golden rule is?” And he replied (apparently believing he was a good jokester), “Those who
got the gold make the rules.” Not funny, according to the
award. These are rare Perry Mason-type instances. When
lawyers (and their clients) lapse into daydreams about being
in trial the result is always the same, they wow the jury
or judge with their clever, well-prepared examinations of
witnesses and the brilliant testimony that will surely be
displayed by the client and each witness. Clients seem to
be especially vulnerable in this regard. After all, their friends
like them. They are brilliant at parties and gatherings. They
even give great presentations at work, church or clubs.
But there are no rules of evidence in those places, and no
cross-examination (except maybe some hecklers). They
don’t seem to realize the difference. Even the deposition
may not have awakened them. After all, “that lawyer was
nice to me”, not realizing the landmines that were likely
imbedded in the questions. In my experience of following
cases through trial, the clients who really want to testify
are the ones who are usually worst at it.

case. Some are very evident. Others are not. In a previous
article it was pointed out that attorneys and parties give
more value to what they have to offer in compromise and
undervalue that which their opponent offers. The persuasiveness to a judge or jury of that which will be presented
by each side is often misconstrued. How many times have
we salivated while awaiting to cross examine a party or
witness, having played out in our minds the questions,
answers and meltdown we expected to occur, but then having that witness fail to have followed the script laid out in
our minds? Then there is the party or witness who forgets
the lines we mapped out or even practiced with them, and
they come across terribly, followed by the pummeling cross.
We also know that experts can be dangerous both as to
failing to capture the jury’s attention or when an opposing
expert has a good day and “wows” the jury even though
their presentation is skewed. Risk swims through a trial as
circling sharks. Lawyers want to perceive that the outcome
will be favorable but also must look dispassionately at the
potential downsides, including a loss or result where the
“998 factor” turns a “win” into a net loss. It seems too that
many lawyers ignore that this is something lurking in the
background like a cat patiently awaiting the right time to
move on its prey. If risk weren’t so pervasive during trial,we
wouldn’t have stayed up all night scrambling to prepare for
the next day of trial.
[NOTE: AN MCLE SEMINAR WILL TAKE PLACE DURING LUNCHTIME ON JUNE 5, 2017, AT THE SANTA
BARBARA COLLEGE OF LAW DURING WHICH THE
TOPIC OF MISTAKES AND OBSTACLES WILL BE DISCUSSED. $20.00 – includes snacks. RSVP to ADR Section,
davidcpeterson@charter.net or to LIDA at the Bar Association, director@sblaw.org. Funds raised go to the Santa
Barbara County Bar Association.]
*David C. Peterson has been a local, full-time mediator for
20+ years, also having obtained a masters and LLM degree in
mediation. He is an adjunct professor of Mediation Theory &
Practice at Pepperdine’s Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution,
Malibu (2009 to present). He is an author of many published
articles over the years on topics designed to assist attorneys in
achieving the best results for their clients. For questions, comments or further information, Mr. Peterson may be contacted at
PETERSON MEDIATION PROFESSIONALS, davidcpeterson@
charter.net, or directly at (805) 441-5884.

Reality of Risk Not Recognized. This is a companion
to number 4. There are potential risks looming in every
26
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2017 SBCBA A NNUAL BBQ
AT

449 S AN Y SIDRO R D , M ONTECITO , CA 93108

The Santa Barbara County Bar Association invites Members, Guests &
Family to our Annual Bar-BQ!!
When: 5:00 pm, Friday, June 16, 2017
Where: Manning Park, Area 9
Come kick off your summer with the SBCBA! With its beautiful Montecito creek side
environment, Manning Park is the ideal location to mingle with fellow attorneys and
judiciary while enjoying delicious BBQ. Master chef-attorneys Rusty Brace and Mack
Staton will be helming the grill, and drinks will be poured by expert mixologist Will Beall,
including fabulous wines donated by Joe Liebman.
• $40 per SBCBA Member/ $50 per Non-SBCBA Members (After June 2nd: $50/$60)
• $20 per Law Students, New Attorneys (0-3 years) & Public Interest Attorneys (After June 2nd: $30)
• Children 12 and under: $5

Call (805)569-5511 to pay via credit card
Mail checks to: Santa Barbara County Bar Association, 15 W. Carrillo St. Ste. #106,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE! CONTACT US AT
DIRECTOR@SBLAW.ORG FOR MORE INFORMATION

June 2017
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Santa Barbara
County Bar
Association
CALL FOR
NOMINATIONS TO
THE SANTA
BARBARA COUNTY
BAR ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

The Santa Barbara County Bar
Association is seeking applications
and nominations for its 2018 Board
of Directors. Prospective Directors
should be enthusiastic and reliable,
with previous volunteer and board
experience and sufficient time to
devote to our Board for at least a
one-year term.
If you or someone you know is interested in being nominated to the
Board, please contact Jennifer Duffy
at JDuffy@fmam.com. Briefly describe your interest in serving on the
Board or why your nominee would
be an asset to the Board and provide
a current CV, including volunteer and
non-profit experience.
Applications and nominations
should be received by July 15, 2017.

THE OTHER BAR NOTICE

Meets at noon on the first and third Tuesdays of the month at 330 E.
Carrillo St. We are a state-wide network of recovering lawyers and
judges dedicated to assisting others within the profession who have
problems with alcohol or substance abuse. We protect anonymity. To
contact a local member go to http://www.otherbar.org and choose
Santa Barbara in “Meetings” menu.
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2017 SBCBA SECTION HEADS
Alternative Dispute Resolution

Employment Law

David C. Peterson
davidcpeterson@charter.net

Alex Craigie
alex@craigielawfirm.com

441-5884

Bench & Bar Relations:

Mandatory Fee Arbitration
845-1752

Estate Planning/Probate

Stephen Dunkle
sdunkle@sangerswysen.com

962-4887

Civil Litigation

Connor Cote
connor@jfcotelaw.com

966-1204

Family Law

Mark Coffin
mtc@markcoffinlaw.com

248-7118

Criminal
Catherine Swysen
962-4887
cswysen@sangerswysen.com

Debtor/Creditor
Carissa Horowitz
cnhorowitz@yahoo.com

708-6653

Matthew Long
254-4878
matthewjlong@santabarbaradivorcelaw.
com

Eric Berg
eric@berglawgroup.com
Michael Brelje
gmb@grokenberger.com
Naomi Dewey
ndewey@BFASlaw.com

In House Counsel/Corporate Law
Betty L. Jeppesen
jeppesenlaw@gmail.com

Taxation

845-3434

Peter Muzinich
pmuzinich@rppmh.com
Cindy Brittain
Cdb11@ntrs.com

For information on upcoming MCLE events,
visit SBCBA at http://www.sblaw.org//

Mediating Solutions since 1998
Mediator • Arbitrator • Discovery Referee

“There is no better
ambassador for the
value of mediation than
Henry Bongiovi.”

HENRY J. BONGIOVI

AV Preeminent Rating
(5 out of 5)
AVVO Rated ‘Superb’
(10 out of 10)

Conducting Mediations
throughout California
805.564.2115
www.henrybongiovi.com

June 2017
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966-7422

963-0755
898-9700

963-9958

Intellectual Property

BONGIOVI MEDIATION

965-7746

Real Property/Land Use
Josh Rabinowitz
jrabinowitz@fmam.com
Bret Stone
bstone@paladinlaw.com

Christine Kopitzke
ckopitzke@socalip.com

708-0748

966-2440
695-7315
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For your Real Estate needs, choose
carefully and choose experience!

“I’ve been a Lawyer for 24 years and a Real Estate Broker with
my own company for over 20 years.”
“As a real estate company owner beginning my 20th year of serving Santa Barbara, I look
forward to helping you buy or sell real estate property, and as always, personally dedicating
myself to striving for excellence in every transaction.”

Over $600,000,000 Sold Since 2000
Among the top 10 agents in Santa Barbara
(per MLS Statistics in Gross Sales Volume)

Gary Goldberg

Real Estate Broker • Licensed Attorney
UC Hastings College of Law • Order of the Coif
CalBRE License # 01172139

• Intensive Marketing Plan for
each listing
• Member, Santa Barbara, Ventura,
and Santa Ynez Real Estate
Boards
• Expert witness in Real Estate
and Divorce Matters, and Estate
Planning
• Licensed Attorney, Instructor
Real Estate Law and Practice
Courses at SBCC

1086 Coast Village Road, Santa Barbara, California 93108 • Office 805 969-1258 • Cell 805 455-8910
To view my listings visit www.garygoldberg.net • Email gary@coastalrealty.com
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